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Calling all Insurance Professionals of NC
Wednesday & Thursday - August 14 & 15, 2013
High Point Plaza Hotel and Conference Center (Same location as last year!)
135 S. Main Street | High Point,
27260 | 336-899-2323
CENCClasses
(up to 12

hours!)
Speakers
FREE! (Hotel room cost andLunch
CPIA classwith
fees are
NOT INCLUDED)both days
Parking is $6/day for parking deck NO PARKING in Show Place Lot behind the Hotel. Towing is enforced.

Calling all Insurance Professionals of NC
CE Classes (up to 12 hours!)
Commissioner Wayne Goodwin luncheon
Meet and Greet Cocktail
Party
speaker Wednesday
speakerafternoon
for Thursday luncheon TBA.
Wednesday
Meet
and
Greet
Cocktail
on Wednesday afternoon
Trade Show bothParty
days
Trade Show both days

For more information and to register go to:
For
more information and to register go to:
www.piaofnc.com/conference.asp?id=14
www.piaofnc.com/conference.asp?id=14
Or contact Kim Bishop kim@piaofnc.com 919-247-4045
Or contact Kim Bishop kim@piaofnc.com 919-247-4045

PIANC now has the CPIA Professional Designation Program for NC
CPIA 1 for new students and updates, will be offered
Wednesday March 27, 2013 9am-4pm, lunch on your own.
Hampton Inn & Suites (704-947-5510)
10305 Wilmington St. (exit 23 and I-77/Hwy. 21, across
from Taco Bell: Hotel park around back/registration)
Huntersville, NC 28078
Cost: $185.00 for non PIANC member.
Only $150.00 for PIANC members.

Payment by: online credit card, online check or mailed
check. Register online only:
http://www.piaofnc.com/conference.asp.
You will be required to create a login and password protected profile so that we can file your CE credits with Prometric. NO SHOW NO REFUND, you may take another CPIA
class later. Register early as class is limited to 40.
Any questions, please contact Jim Kennedy-704-534-2338
or jim.kennedy@piaofnc.com.
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Is your insurance agency passing the Mirror test?
In reviewing some year-end E&O results, it
certainly appears that carriers are seeing an
increase in E&O claims arising from failure
to provide the Mirror Test. What exactly is
this?

with Company B is less in some areas as
compared to Company A? Most definitely
and it is critical your agency identifies any
coverage differences and brings them to the
customer’s attention.

they never would have approved you moving
the account if they knew they were giving
up coverage. This obviously speaks to the
need to document these discussions with
your customer.

As customers have been looking for pricing
reductions in recent years because of the
economy and the soft market, this has resulted in a tremendous amount of internal
re-marketing of those accounts to ensure
you retain them. When you look to move
the account from Company A to Company
B to save the customer money on their premium, is there a chance that the coverage

Say you moved the account to another carrier and the coverage was not as broad in
some areas. If the customer subsequently
suffered an underlying claim that would
have been covered by Company A, but was
not covered or not fully covered by Company B, the customer may very well question
your agency why the coverage was moved.
There is also a good chance they will say

There are several areas of possible difference: sub-limits, the actual coverage grant,
specific endorsements, definitions for areas
such as “who is an insured,” what is excluded on one policy compared to another, and
the rating of the carrier.
The recommended approach is taking all
the carriers you are considering and putting the details on a spreadsheet. Note all
pertinent issues, limits, sub-limits, coverage
grants, etc. While this will take time, it is
crucial to note all differences and bring the
differences, especially the reductions to the
customer’s attention. This will enable the
customer to see the differences and make
an educated decision. Get the customer’s
written approval, regardless of their final decision. This will be key if an underlying claim
occurs and your customer then finds out
they didn’t have the coverage they thought.
Actually the above scenario can occur even
if you keep the account with the same carrier. This is probably more common with
Excess & Surplus Lines business because
E&S carriers are not required to give a conditional renewal notice if they want to add
an exclusion on the renewal. It is extremely
important to identify any differences on the
renewal policy, then bring them to the customer’s attention and get their sign off. Due
to the nature of E&S, it is best to do this review with the customer before you bind the
coverage in case the customer subsequently decides they don’t want the coverage.
For whatever reason you would switch the
coverage from one carrier to another for a
customer, make sure to identify the differences, bring them to the customer’s attention and get their written sign off. Make sure
to pass the Mirror Test! --
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Online Form available at www.piaofnc.com/content/e&o.asp

E&O Easy Estimate Questionnaire P/C
Named Insured:
Physical Address:
Mailing Address (if different):

City/State/Zip:

Federal ID# or Social Security #:

Website: www.

Contact Name:

Phone:

Independent Agent / Agency?

Yes

No

E-mail:

Date established - current ownership:

Associations you are members of:
 % of Total Agency Commission placed by line:

PL’s

% + CL’s

% + L&H

 % of Non-Standard or Assigned Risk placed by line:

PL’s

%

%

CL’s

% =

 Specialty Lines?*
Yes
No If yes, what % of your income is placed as Specialty Lines?
*Certain Specialty Lines of business may alter the premium and is subject to underwriting
 % of P&C Business placed THRU other Agents or Brokers:

100%

%

%

 STAFF COUNT*: Full Time (over 20 hours) #
Part Time (20 hours or less) #
*IMPORTANT - Include ALL the following: Active Agency Principals / Licensed & Unlicensed Personnel / 1099's
 P&C PREMIUM VOLUME: $

(excluding Contingency & Bonus Income)

 Commission Income (New & Renewal): P&C $

L&H $

Consulting Fees $

 Exposure Analysis Checklist used on ALL accounts (PL and CL – active at least 1 year)?

Yes

No

 Insurance Designations* of staff equals or exceed 60% (CIC, CISR, CPCU, LUTCF, etc)?
*Does not include having a license.

Yes

No

 E&O Loss Prevention Seminar last attended

(month)/20

 E&O claims / incidents in the last 3 years?

(year)

# staff attended

# (include closed with expense only payment)

 CURRENT E&O Carrier:

Expiration Date:

Retro-Active Date :

 Limits:

$

Claim /

$

Aggregate

Premium

 Deductible:

$

Claim /

$

Aggregate / Type:

Loss Only

Loss & Expense

Date:

Authorized Representative
This Questionnaire is for an estimated PREMIUM INDICATION ONLY and is
NOT an Offer of Coverage NOR is it BINDABLE. If premium
indication is acceptable, please complete a UTICA APPLICATION
to submit to Underwriting for further consideration.

$

Professional Insurance Agents
of North Carolina
PO Box B
Henderson, NC 27536
877 401-6822 fax 877 449-2849
penny.rose@piaofnc.com

Utica Mutual Insurance Company and its affiliated companies
New Hartford, NY 13413 • www.uticanational.com

NL
02/2013
NL
11/2012
Page
1 of 1

8-Q-456 Ed. 01-2012
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®

PIANC Membership Information
Become a Professional Insurance Agents of North Carolina Member*

PIAlabel.indd 1

•
•
•

Main Member

Member Cost: $425

1/27/10 8:19 AM

Owner/Principal in independent agency/brokerage firm.
All education discounts.
Named person below will be the contact person and voting member of PIANC and a voting
member of National PIA.

Agency employees are eligible to attend all PIANC Association events, CE Classes and educational
seminars at PIANC member rates and receive mailings if so requested.

Branch Member - Main Agency must be PIANC member!!
Member Cost: $90

•
•
•

Subsequent agency locations in North Carolina.
Branch Members and their employees are eligible to attend all PIANC Association events, CE
Classes and educational seminars at PIANC member rates and to receive mailings.
Branch contact is a voting member and receives member benefits of PIANC and National PIA.

Additional Voting Member
Member Cost: $55

•
•

Includes Additional Owner, Producer, Insurance Company personnel.
Includes voting rights.

Retirees

Member Cost: $35
•

PIANC voting rights only.
Questions?
Contact Penny Rose at 877-401-6822 mailto:penny.rose@piaofnc.com
*All applications must be submitted online at our website!
http://www.piaofnc.com/memberLevels.asp
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The right motives for acquisitions
By Carissa Newton
2011 was an eventful year for insurance agency
M&A activity. Many agency owners seized opportunities presented by baby boomers exiting
for retirement. Now that we’re well into 2012
and activity has declined, agents are left wondering if they should also consider jumping on
the acquisition bandwagon.
Contributing factors certainly show promise as
the economy improves and the market firms up.
But is buying another agency or multiple agencies the right move for your business? However
ripe conditions may seem, there are some tough
questions agency owners should answer before
choosing to enter the M&A arena.
What are your goals?
Acquisitions should be pursued to accomplish a
goal rather than being a goal in and of themselves. Hopefully, owners have a business plan
that is regularly evaluated and updated. If growth
is a goal clearly identified in the plan, acquisitions should be considered. If instead, the goal
is to improve customer retention and increase
sales to that base, acquisitions don’t fit.
When growth is the focus, insurance business

owners should seek to thoroughly understand
the following:
Why? - Why do you want to grow? Do you want
to benefit from economies of scale and reduce
expenses? Do you want to increase profits?
Maybe you want to contribute to job growth in
your area by employing more people who are
out of work. There can be a diverse range of reasons, but you need to know what they are.
What? - In what ways do you want to experience growth? Are you looking to increase sales
for a major product line? Do you want to gain
more customers or sell more to your existing
customer base? Perhaps you see opportunities to grow in a different product category or
market because you recognize gaps in available
products or services? All growth is not created
equal and different types will warrant different
strategies.
How much? - To what extent do you want to
grow and in what timeframe? Are you looking for
incremental growth each year over the next five
years or do you have visions of doubling revenue
in a short period of time? Do you have the infrastructure and management team to handle the

desired growth? How will more business affect
you financially, professionally and personally?
While growth offers great benefits, it changes
things and you have to be ready for new realities.
Once these questions are answered you should
have a clear vision for where your business
is going and what kind of strategies will get it
there. But you’re still not ready to say ‘yes’ to an
acquisition. The next step is to assess whether
the best approach is to grow organically or by
purchasing an agency or book of business.
Organic growth
Before you decide to take the acquisition plunge,
weigh whether or not organic growth is possible
based on desired growth, timeframe and results.
If you decide hiring another producer, investing
in advertising, upgrading technology or another
idea is more in line with your goals, what are
the chances of getting similar results and a better return on your investment compared to an
acquisition? Would you expose your business to
less risk? If you pass on an agency for sale, what
will happen if a competitor purchases it?
Grow through acquisition

Call today to learn how we can personalize
a program based on your companyÕs needs!
Toll Free - 1-866-446-3555
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If the answers to the previous questions help
you conclude that organic growth is not the best
option, you can proceed to carefully evaluate acquisitions. Agency owners who eye rapid growth
usually arrive at this decision fairly quickly. Once
you decide to target acquisitions, you still have to
ensure your business is ready with key success
factors in place. You’ll need to be in a position
to buy with strong financials, solid management
practices, a supportive team, capital to fund the
purchase and more.

an overall strategy rather than a reaction to an
unexpected offer from a selling agency. The key
is to get ahead of the curve by developing a plan
and carefully determining the right strategy for
your business.

Many are closely watching the industry to see
how insurance agency mergers and acquisitions shake out. Owners who are on the fence
should remember that agency acquisitions tend
to produce better results when they are part of

Carissa Newton is chief marketing officer for
Oak Street Funding, which provides commission-based lending for insurance agents that
need capital to buy, build or sell their agency.
She is an active member of the Business Mar-

For additional information, download a free white
paper, Acquire and Grow - How acquisitions can
take you to the next level, at oakstreetfunding.
com/acquire.
About the Author

keting Association and the American Marketing Association (AMA), from which she holds a
Professional Certified Marketer designation. She
is also an instructor of marketing and management. Carissa can be reached at carissa.newton@oakstreetfunding.com. --

From the
PIANC Office:
Good News –
We are going
digital!

PIANC will be generating monthly newsletters
beginning in March 2013. However, due to the
expense of mailing our newsletters we will be
e-mailing them to you (we plan to have 2 more
mailed paper newsletters this year). If you are
not currently receiving emails from us please
send your email address to kim@piaofnc.com
so that you can continue to receive all the latest
insurance news, CE Class schedules, and PIANC
Annual Conference news. If you prefer to receive
a mailed newsletter in June and December
please let Kim know via phone 919-247-4045
or email kim@piaofnc.com.
Moving?
Please send your correct mailing and email addresses to kim@piaofnc.com.
Not a Member of PIANC – Why Not?
If you are a member of another association,
what have they done for you lately? PIANC gives
you free CE, E&O without membership requirement, reasonable dues for PIANC members,
and a staff that answers questions for members
and non-members. Join PIANC on line at www.
piaofnc.com.
CAPIA Reminder
Once again, have you sent CAPIA PAC a check
to fight for your license, flood insurance, plus
other conservative causes?
We need $100.00 from each agent to fight for
you. Yes the $100.00 is tax deductible!
Mail your personal check payable to: CAPIA
PAC, PO Box B, Henderson, NC 27536 --
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How To Make
Out ‘N About
If you like “pickin and grinin”, I suggest that you
Your Agency
attend MerleFest, April 25-28, 2013 at Wilkes
More Profitable Community College, Wilkesboro, NC. Over 90
PIA strives to help our agent members be more
successful, so when members asked us to help
make their agencies more profitable by providing new markets, products, or technologies and
strategies to help you be more efficient and competitive, we delivered by partnering with goagents.
com.

artists on 14 stages. For more information: www.
merlefest.org, 1-800-343-7857. North Carolina’s
own Charlie Daniels Band, Concord’s The Avett
Brothers, The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band just to name
a few!

Interested in North Carolina Plants for your garden, go to www.tarheelgardening.com, for more
Because of our new partnership, PIANC is giving information.
free access to goagents.com to PIANC members,
For my fellow fly fishermen and fly fisherwomgiving you additional products to sell as well as
en, trophy trout await you at Cherokee’s Third
a custom online marketing presence and other
Annual Cherokee Opening Day Trout Fishing
easy-to-use tools to drive revenue (a $329 value)!
Tournament, March 39-30, 2013 and Cherokee’s
All you have to do is sign up with this link: goag- Summer Kickoff Trout Fishing Tournament, April
ents.com/PIANC
26-28, 2013. For more information, go to www.
The goagents.com platform has several features:
- Sell additional products from quality carriers
with competitive commissions.
- Don’t chase paper or do additional work because
all products are “click and buy online.”
- Automatically turn mono-line customers into
multi-line customers with a simple-to-use,
patent-pending tool for agents.
- Do online business even when your office is
closed with an easy-to-install “portal” on your
website.
- Get a personalized link when you sign up. You
email this link to contacts to allow them to buy
from you online 24/7/365! Post your link with
one click to your Facebook, Twitter, and Google+
right from your goagents login screen.
The products now available to PIANC agents
include those nearly every one of your customers can use: warranties or service contracts for
homes, kitchen appliances, power sports, electronics, and automobiles, as well as identity theft
protection and pet health insurance. New products
are added regularly for free.
This offering revolutionizes the way an agent can
write business. It allows a typical single-policy
client to become a multi-policy client in minutes,
driving new revenue to the agency with minimal
effort.
Visit www.goagents.com/agents to take a tour and
contact goagents.com at 800.245.8726 x1107 or
x1108 for info. --
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fish-cherokee.com or call 828-497-1826.
BBQ Capital Cook-off, April 26-27, 2013, Lexington, NC, for more info: www.visitlexingtonnc.
com, 1-866-604-2389.
Many people have asked me where I get my North
Carolina information. It is real easy and I am not
pushing an agenda except for North Carolina,
subscribe to:
Our State Down Home In North Carolina
PO Box 4552
Greensboro, NC 27499-0747
Cost is $69.99 for 3 years, you will not regret
having this magazine!
1-800-948-1409-mention code RB251 when ordering. www.ourstate.com --

my AARP membership 3 years ago and never
looked back and have great AMAC benefits. You
might like what AMAC does and says for us seniors: AMAC-50 Orville Dr. #400 | Bohemia, NY
11716 | 1-888-262-2006
Did you know that there is a conservative alternative to the liberal AARP. It is called The Association of Mature American Citizens (AMAC).
Their website, www.amac.us, and look them
over. Dues for 5 years, includes spouse, $59.95
or one year $16.00. Look at the benefits that
AMAC provides for those age 50+. I dropped

Did you know that PIANC member agents can
still get Natural Spring Water in 20 oz. bottle,
with their own private label bottled water. For
more information go to,www.diamondspringscarolinas.com, 1-800-715-2286. Order now for
summer activities in your area!

Great News!!!!
Important
Announcement for
all PIA of NC Agents,
Affiliates, Partners
and Interested
parties.

Jim Kennedy - Semper Fi.--

Professional Insurance Agents of North Carolina is pleased to announce a new partnership
arrangement with two insurance product providers that will be of great benefit to our members.
We welcome Bankers Insurance Group
and Gridiron Insurance Underwriters as
exclusive PIANC direct product providers.
Our new partners are making it possible for our
members to offer more diversified insurance
products while allowing them to earn a better
than average commission on all sales.
Bankers Insurance Group is providing the following product lines…
• Homeowners Insurance in non-coastal areas
of the state
• BOP products for small business risks
• Flood and Excess Flood in all areas of the
state.
Gridiron Underwriters is providing the following
product lines…
• An Inland Marine product for small artisan
contractors
• An array of liability products
• Other specialty lines
Check our website for details and access to
these new programs:
http://www.piaofnc.com/content/insurancemarkets.asp
We sincerely hope you will find these offerings to
be of benefit. --
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E&O Insights: Placing Business with New Markets?
Proceed with Your Eyes Open
By Curtis M. Pearsall

that can mean additional business for your agency.

New entrants into the insurance industry are often
triggered by the market showing signs of hardening.
After all, these “newbies” have a better chance of securing a healthy rate by not having to pay for “past
sins.” In addition, while some existing carriers are revising their underwriting appetites, new markets with
a solid product offering could have a greater ability to
grab some market share in a hard market.

In the 1980s, the hard market prompted the emergence of risk retention and risk purchasing groups.
While many of the risk retention groups have been
successful, many others didn’t make it. Because the
insolvency of risk retention groups is typically excluded by the various errors and omissions (E&O) carriers,
agencies must understand if this is the structure for
this new market. The last thing an agent needs is to
face liabilities when one of their markets becomes
insolvent.

For agents, the emergence of new markets also could
be a positive development, providing another viable
option for their clients. While much of this sounds
positive, it is critical for agents to exercise a significant degree of caution before placing business with
these new markets. This due diligence will hopefully
give you the confidence that this new market is real
and worth pursuing. It may also identify some concerns that prompt you to pass on the opportunity.
Ask Lots of Questions
When a new market emerges, it is important to totally
understand its structure. Is this a brand new company, or is the new market actually some new products from one of your existing carriers? Will the new
market do business on an admitted or non-admitted
basis?
It is critical for agents to exercise a significant degree
of caution before placing business with new markets.
Reach out to other resources in performing due diligence. Contact the state agents’ association to see
whether it has any information. Checking with the
state insurance department might also provide some
solid input.
For those agents pursuing business with these new
markets, once again proceed cautiously. Is the business professionally underwritten? Is policy issuance
taking forever? Are claims being handled professionally and paid promptly? Typically, there will be some
signs that agents need to be alert to when dealing
with a new market.
Moreover, as problems develop, what is the carrier
telling you?
While much of this probably sounds somewhat negative, the reality is that new carriers enter the industry
frequently, and many have been extremely successful
and provided a solid alternative for your clients — and
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Asking key questions will better enable you to know
whether this market is a good fit and worth pursuing.
Without asking these questions, you are trusting that
the carrier is viable, professional and will be around
for the next 25 years. Trusting them is fine, but be
sure to “trust and verify.”
Don’t wait until it’s too late to find out that the carrier
is not what they painted themselves to be. Remember: An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
--

cooking with jim
Favorite Pound Cake
1 cup shortening.
½ teaspoon sea salt or kosher salt.
1 ½ cups cane sugar.
1/8 teaspoon mace.

5 eggs.
1 teaspoon pure real vanilla.
2 cups House-Autry Mills plain flour.

Cream shortening and sugar together,
add eggs one at a time, beating well
after the addition of each egg. Add the
flour, salt and mace. Add vanilla and beat
thoroughly. Spray/grease loaf pan and
pour in mixture.

Bake in moderate oven, 350 degrees,
about one hour, but test cake with tester
pushed into cake or straw from broom
(remember how your grandmother did
it). Cake is done if straw/tester is dry.
Enjoy.--

Chicken-Corn Pie
Cut the meat from the bones of a stewed
chicken.
Add 2 cups cooked fresh corn or 1 can
corn niblets or shoe peg corn.
Teaspoon fresh chopped parsley.
1 hard boiled egg-cut up.
½ cup diced cooked potato.
1 cup thickened gravy (made by adding
House-Autry Mills plain flour to liquid in
which chicken was stewed.)
Heat all ingredients together.
Spray bottom and sides of deep 8” baking dish. Cover bottom and sides of baking dish with 8” ready made pie dough.
Fill dish with mixture. Cover with 8” pie
dough.
Bake in hot oven (450 degrees) for 30-40
minutes.
Serve with gravy.
Enjoy. --
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E&O Tips and news:

Many agents sell Life and Financial Products and do a good job at it. Then
there are those agents that do not have the expertise/knowledge in selling
Life and Financial Products and get in trouble. Those agents that have taken
PIANC E&O CE class, have heard me explain many times about selling Life
and Financial Products and be sure that you know what you are doing. If
you are not sure about selling these products, even though you are licensed
to sell them, call in those that are experts in selling and dealing with Life
and Financial Product such as Capitol Financial Solutions (CFS) 866-6960217/919-719-3841 and let them do it for you and still get commission.
Here are two recent examples of large
E&O Life Insurance claims in NC:
1. Agent partially completed life insurance application on husband and wife
and never sent in the life application to the life company. Agent took money from insured and told husband policy was bound! About 6 weeks later,
wife involved in motor vehicle accident and died. Life Company denied
coverage because agent failed to complete required life application and
submit to company.
Utica paid out $500,000 plus legal expense on this E&O loss in 2012.
2. Agent failed to return to Life Company completed life application and
claimed that he did not have all the correct information on the application,
when he did and did not act on it properly. Within a short time, accident
happened, insured badly injured and reserve of $500,000 set up on the
claim. Utica settled the claim for $139,000 plus expenses in 2012.
Moral of story, if these agents had followed the underwriting rules of their
Life Companies and submitted fully completed applications, E&O could
have probably been avoided. CFS could have done all of this for the agency
and it be done correctly.
E&O tips: these 2 claims were originally set up for $500,000. each and one

paid for $500,000. What limit of E&O does your agency carry? If $500,000
paid loss, how much E&O liability limit do you have left? Suggest that you
increase your E&O to $2 million or higher, with higher deductible, which
will almost pay for higher limits, with an umbrella to CYA!!! Think that it cannot happen to you! In today’s insurance climate, $ 1 million limit on E&O is
not enough. You sell higher limits to your clients, but you refuse to increase
your E&O limits, OK! --
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